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Introduction
The District is in the process of developing and adapting a CMOM
program to maintain compliance with all rules and regulations as
set forth in Florida Administrative Code Chapter 62-604 and
demands are met. It should be noted that a CMOM program is
dynamic and staff will continue to update portions of this
program.

1.1

What is CMOM?
CMOM is a comprehensive
program that establishes goals
and objectives for the "proper
operation and maintenance" of
the wastewater system as
required under the Clean Water
Act, with a particular focus on
the collection system.

CMOM Objective
The District will implement and continuously improve a cost-effective CMOM Program based upon
best practices for wastewater conveyance and wastewater treatment, maximizing the capacity of
the existing and planned facilities to convey and treat wastewater.

1.2

Service Area Description and Characteristics
The District owns and operates a public utility that provides water, wastewater, and reclaimed
water services within the unincorporated areas of Sarasota and Charlotte Counties generally
known as Englewood, Grove City, and Manasota Key.
methods: gravity flow; low pressure collection; and vacuum collection. All of the wastewater flows

GRAVITY SEWER COLLECTION SYSTEM

including 16 miles of older vitrified clay pipe and approximately 900 manholes. The majority of the
collection system, over 68%, is PVC. The following Table 1-1 identifies the material and length of

Table 1-1. Gravity Sewer Collection
Collection
Type

Gravity

Pipe Material

Total (Ft)

CIP (Ft)

DIP (Ft)

PVC (Ft)

VCP (Ft)

2,440

1,872

194,144

84,647

283,103

LOW PRESSURE, VACUUM, AND FORCEMAIN COLLECTION SYSTEM

pits and 13 low pressure stations that collect sewer discharges from residential and commercial
service connections. While the low pressure stations pump directly to the forcemain system, a
network of piping under vacuum evacuates the vacuum pits and transports the waste to a vacuum
station in the service area. There are currently nine vacuum collection areas with over 116 miles of
Some vacuum collection stations are combined within one location / building at six vacuum station
sites. The vacuum stations were placed into service from 1996 to 2004. The following Table 1-2
database. It is noted that the vacuum system improvements currently being installed in the V9-C

Table 1-2. Low Pressure, Vacuum, and Forcemain Collection System
Pipeline
Material

Pipeline Diameter (inches)
2

3

4

6

8

AC

1,162

DIP

308

4,933

271

495

2,920

277

2,085

10

12

14

16

24

Total
(Ft)
1,162

316

2,683

435

8,946

10,276

1,244

18,761

HDPE

1,464

POLY

65

PVC

6,096

2,014

31,627

51,512

43,251

12,360

69,624

6,281

25,963

7,305

256,033

7,625

4,099

33,592

59,365

43,799

12,676

82,583

6,281

27,642

7,305

284,967

65

LIFT STATIONS

The District owns, operates and maintains eighty-two (82) submersible pump stations from
fractional horsepower motor driven pumps to 70 horsepower motor driven pumps. Some lift
stations receive flows from downstream lift stations and are considered critical or master stations
due to their consequence of failure on the downstream infrastructure. Less critical (satellite)
stations are generally of smaller size and lower flows and only affect their immediate service area
if capacity is diminished.

WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY

The District currently owns and operates a 3.00 MGD permitted capacity annual average daily flow
(AADF) extended aeration domestic water reclamation facility. The Paul J. Phillips Water
Reclamation Facility (WRF) was dedicated November 17, 2005, and named for a former, long-time
Board of Supervisors member. Wastewater is collected and pumped to the 160 acre treatment
facility property on Telman Road in Charlotte County. The WRF consists of the headworks, an odor
disinfection system, a sludge dewatering system, and an onsite reclaimed water storage system.
The plant is designed to produce effluent that meets or exceeds all State and Federal reclaimed
water requirements.
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Program Objectives
The overall program objectives of the Distr
Properly manage, operate and maintain, at all times, the parts of the collection system that the
permittee owns or over which it has operational control.
Provide adequate capacity to convey base flows and peak flows.
Take all feasible steps prevent, and mitigate the impact of, sanitary sewer overflows.
Provide notification to parties with a reasonable potential for exposure to pollutants
associated with the overflow event.

2.1

Overall Program Goals
To achieve the overall program objectives, the District will pursue the following goals:
Continue to comply with regulatory requirements.
Evaluate current and future capacity to ensure service demands are met.
Continue to maintain a safe work environment and facilities and also sustain a competent
workforce.

2.2

Conveyance Goals
The goal for the conveyance service area, as developed by the District, in accordance with its
mission, is to implement and continuously improve a CMOM Program with the intent of
eliminating all SSOs except those caused by circumstances as defined by Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) §122.41 (m) (4).
Where possible, establish additional practices to prevent SSOs, maintain or improve system
performance, and avoid preventable failures.
Continue to establish and document level of protection, design, and performance standards for
new conveyance assets constructed in the District service area, and consider documented and
predicted changes in climate.

Minimize the cost of conveyance asset ownership while maintaining necessary stewardship of
assets and achieving defined protection levels.

2.3

Treatment Goals
Continue to provide effluent quality that meets or exceeds FDEP re-use requirements and
effluent quality goals.
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CMOM Programs

3.1

Organization
The following chart illustrates the organizational responsibilities and supporting roles to develop,
ram. Specific duties and task and further defined
in individual plans and procedures.

Elected Board of
Supervisors

Administrator

Wastewater
Operations
Manager
Wastewater
Collections
Manager

Technical
Operations
Support Manager

Wastewater Plant
Lead Operator

Finance Director

Utility Engineer

programs and reports to the Elected Board of Supervisors.
The Wastewater Operations Manager is responsible for the development, execution and
administration of the CMOM Program and reports to the District Administrator.
The Wastewater Operations Manager is supported by the Wastewater Collections Manager
and the Wastewater Plant Lead Operator who are responsible for carrying out work directives
to comply with CMOM policies and procedures in their respective work crews.
The Technical Operations Support Manager with the assistance of the Utility Engineer supports
the Wastewater Operations Manager in developing demand projections and executing
upgrades to maintain system capacity.

3.2

Legal Authority
The Englewood Water District is a political subdivision of the State of Florida, codified by Chapter
2004-439 Laws of Florida House Bill No. 1381 providing for election of a board of supervisors to
govern said district; providing powers, authority, and duties of the board; granting to said
governing board the authority in the territory defined to construct, acquire, extend, enlarge,
reconstruct, improve, maintain, equip, repair, and operate a water system, wastewater system, or
.
The District has adopted Customer Rules and Regulations (Resolution NO: 15-12-03 B December 3,
2015) in which section 23 describes the conditions customers must meet to connect and make use
of the wastewater system.

3.3

Training
All job-specific training is primarily carried out in an on-the-Job scenario. Safety training is
conducted by the Wastewater Collections Manager and Wastewater Lead Treatment Operator
under the supervision of the Wastewater Operations Manager.
Upon development of specific CMOM plans and procedures the Wastewater Operations Manager
will provide formalized training with classroom materials and on-site demonstrations on an annual
or biennial basis. Training will be scheduled to ensure all staff can attend and attendance records
will be maintained and updated upon successful completion.
Training will be based on District specific plans and standard operating procedures (SOP) such as;
Table 3-1 CMOM Training Programs

Training Program Topic

Frequency

Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan

Yearly

Overflow Tracking and Reporting

Yearly

Lift Station Power Failure Response

Yearly

Routine Lift Station SOP

Every two years

Routine Vacuum Station Inspection SOP

Every two years

Portable Generator Connection SOP

Yearly

Gravity Line Cleaning SOP

Every two years

Gravity Line Inspection SOP

Every two years

Training Performance Measures
Performance measures will be established and monitored to help meet the following goals:

Continue to maintain a safe work environment and facilities and also sustain a competent
workforce.
Where possible, establish additional practices to prevent SSOs, maintain or improve system
performance, and avoid preventable failures.

Performance Measures to help meet the above goals include:
Obtain 90% documented attendance on all one-year cycle training.
Obtain 90% documented attendance on all two-year cycle training.
New staff will complete all training listed in the CMOM training program within 6-months of
hire.

3.4

Safety
Current staff practice and follow industry safety practices such as; confined space entry, traffic
control, control of hazardous energy (LOTO), blood borne pathogen protection, chemical handling,
and trench safety.
Upon development of specific CMOM plans and procedures the Wastewater Operations Manager
will review and revise the work crew safety training practices as needed and will develop a safety
training program that schedules and records attendance

Performance Measures
Performance measures will be established and monitored to help meet the following goals:
Continue to maintain a safe work environment and facilities and also sustain a competent
workforce.

Performance Measures to help meet the above goals include:
Obtain 90% documented attendance on all schedule safety training.
New staff will complete all training listed in the CMOM training program within 6-months of
hire.

3.5

Information Management Systems
The Utility Engineer is responsible for developing and maintaining a Geographical Informational
Software (GIS) system to maintain an inventory of the conveyance system that includes location
and physical attributes of the assets. In addition the District currently documents all facility level
assets in Excel spreadsheets. The current CIP contains a project (project ID# EWD-01) to upgrade
the asset inventory Excel spreadsheets and migrate this information into a CMMS/EAM system in
the near term.

Strategy
Develop an Information Management System with the capability to accurately document all assets
including location, physical attributes, installation dates, repair history and condition data
including estimated remaining useful life. This will provide the District improved capabilities to

perform System Evaluation and Capacity Assurance Evaluations and develop Renewal and
Rehabilitation Plans

Performance Measures
-going CMOM
program.

3.6

Engineering
Design Standards
The District currently has design standards and publishes these for the general public on the
pipelines, forcemains, lifts and vacuum stations including most components, valve boxes, electrical
control panels and other design standards. The Utility Engineer is responsible for reviewing and
revising all design standards and is in process of updating.

As-built Record Plans
The District has most as-built records dating back to the midcompleted as-built records in their construction project specifications. The District is currently
migrating older paper copy as-built records plans into electronic format.

Capacity Assurance Program
The District currently has conducted system capacity and performance evaluations on a case-bycase basis between the commissioning of their Utility Master Plans. It is the intent of the District
to improve their Information Management System and flow monitoring capabilities at the lift
stations to support internal evaluations of capacity and performance management.

New Construction and Rehabilitation Inspection Program
The Utility Engineer reviews and approves (or requires re-submittal) of all construction and
upgrade projects. The District has a construction coordinator on staff to assist with on-site
construction progress inspections and final project inspections.

Strategy for Engineering
The District is in process of updating many of their programs including design standards, as-built
records and capacity assurance programs. The goal should be to:
Continue to establish and document level of protection, design, and performance standards for
new conveyance assets constructed in the District service area, and consider documented and
predicted changes in climate.
Minimize the cost of conveyance asset ownership while maintaining necessary stewardship of
assets and achieving defined protection levels.

Performance Measures
To be determined and updated by
program.

3.7

-going CMOM

Overflow Prevention and Mitigation Programs
These programs are specifically developed to address the general program objectives of the
that include:
Properly manage, operate and maintain, at all times, the parts of the collection system that the
permittee owns or over which it has operational control.
Provide adequate capacity to convey base flows and peak flows.
Take all feasible steps prevent, and mitigate the impact of, sanitary sewer overflows.
Provide notification to parties with a reasonable potential for exposure to pollutants
associated with the overflow event.

Lift Station Power Failure Response Plan
The District has installed on-site back-up power generato
the potential of SSO at the site. Back-up power generators are maintained under contract with a

collection storage time. Identification of all Lift Stations with portable generator power quick
connections has been completed. Portable generator transit and connection times have been
estimated and any satellite station that has the potential where the transit and connection time
equals or exceeds the storage time then that station is a candidate for a site specific Lift Station
Overflow Response Plan. A table listing all portable generators assigned to a lift station with
transit time, connection type and bypass pumping capabilities can be found in Appendix B. The
District is also in process of installing portable generator quick connection and has budgeted for
the completion of this work in project id # LS-09 Electrical Cabinet Renewal.
In addition, the District has evaluated the Consequence of Failure (CoF) at most of their lift stations
and has determined that LS-121 Holiday Ventures is highly critical and requires increased
protection from failures other than loss of power. Th
Utility Master Plan
recommends the purchase of one on-site bypass pump sufficient to meet peak flows and is
described in project id # LS-05 Purchase Bypass Pump and Install On-site Bypass Pumping.

Vacuum Station Bypass Pumping Plan
The District has the capability to use one its vactor trucks to maintain system operation in the
event of a station vacuum tank system failure.
The District includes in their design standards the connection required to perform bypass pumping
of the station in the event of sewage pump failures.

An SOP template has been developed for these procedures and can be found in the full document
contained in Appendix C - Lift Station / Vacuum Station Failure Response.

Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan

specific to the District. The template is in the custody of the Wastewater Operations Manager who
has the responsibility to follow the procedures contained within.
A copy of the Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan can be found in Appendix A.

Overflow Tracking and Reporting
Sanitary sewer overflows are tracked formally by the customer service work request system when
reported by residents and by the Utility Engineer when discovered by District personnel.
Methods to estimate spill volumes are dependent where the spill occurred within the system;
when available flow meters are used to provide a more accurate estimation of the volume. If flow
metering is not available then a combination of spill duration, amount recovered, and historical
flow rates at the site and other observations are used. The method of estimating an SSO event is
described in the Sanitary Sewer Overflow Report Form Appendix A of the Sanitary Sewer Overflow
Response Plan.

In the case of an overflow at the reclamation facility or non-compliance event the Wastewater
Operations Manager completes and submits the WWTP Malfunction / Abnormal Event Report to
the appropriate FDEP Abnormal Events email. AN example can be found at the end of Appendix A.

Performance Measure for Overflow Prevention and Mitigation Programs
Performance measures will be established and monitored to help meet the following goals:
Continue to comply with regulatory requirements.
Where possible, establish additional practices to prevent SSOs, maintain or improve system
performance, and avoid preventable failures.
Minimize the cost of conveyance asset ownership while maintaining necessary stewardship of
assets and achieving defined protection levels.
Continue to provide effluent quality that meets or exceeds FDEP re-use requirements and
effluent quality goals.

Performance Measures to help meet the following goals include:
1000 gallons to one per year.
.

Meet all SSO reporting requirements notifying the public and regulatory agencies as described
in the Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan.
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Operations and Maintenance Programs
The District operates 82 lift stations. Larger (master) lift stations receive discharges from smaller
(satellite) lift stations. There are nine vacuum station service areas located on six sites throughout
vacuum stations are standardized with equipment manufactured by
Air-Vac. The District also maintains 3,800 vacuum pits.
s
CMOM Program and will include:
Properly manage, operate and maintain, at all times, the parts of the collection system that the
permittee owns or over which it has operational control.
Provide adequate capacity to convey base flows and peak flows.

4.1

Lift Station Operations
Routine Operations Lift Stations are physically inspected on a once-a-week frequency. An
operator performing routine inspections follows a Routine Inspection Checklist Form and once
completed records the information and date/time in the stations log. A copy of the Routine
Inspection Checklist Form can be found in the full document contained in Appendix D.
Abnormal Operations - Lift station pump and power failure alarms are monitored by the DCS
rters during
normal business hours. An alarm dial-out system relays alarms to a the on-call collection system
operator during non-business hours
Response procedures for Lift Station failures are outline in the Lift Station Failure Response SOP
found in the full document contained in Appendix C.

Performance Measures
Perform routine inspections at all master lift stations once per week 100% of the time.
Perform routine inspections at all satellite lift stations once per week 90% of the time.
Respond to all alarms during non-business hours within 60 minutes 100% of the time.

4.2

Vacuum Station Operation
Routine Operations Vacuum Stations are physically inspected once per day seven days per week.
An operator performing routine inspections follows a Routine Inspection Checklist Form and once
completed records the information and date/time in the stations log. A copy of the Routine
Inspection Checklist Form can be found in the full document contained in Appendix D.
Abnormal Operations Vacuum Station alarms are monitored by the DSS system and alarm at the

An alarm dial-out system relays alarms to the on-call collection system operator during nonbusiness hours.
Response procedures for Vacuum Station failures are outline in the Vacuum Station Failure
Response SOP found in the full document contained in Appendix C.

Performance Measures
Perform routine inspections at all vacuum stations once per week 100% of the time.
Perform at least 80 vacuum pit inspections per week to obtain a once per year inspection
frequency.
Respond to all alarms during non-business hours within 60 minutes 100% of the time.

4.3

Forcemain Operations
The District currently monitors the right of way of their
main pressures are monitored at most of the master lift stations. This Utility Master Plan
recommends installing more flow meters at master lift stations and pressure indication devices at
satellite stations (project ID # LS-8) to better identify abnormal events and assist with better
conveyance system performance analysis.

Performance Measures
To be determined and up
going CMOM program.

4.4

-

Gravity Line Cleaning and Inspections
The gravity collection system is comprised of approximately 54 miles of pipelines including 16
miles of vitrified clay pipe and approximately 900 manholes. This Utility Master Plan identifies
several projects to continue relining or replacement of vitrified clay pipe (project ID# CL-03) and
reline manholes (project ID# CL-04).
The District is in process of developing a program of scheduled gravity line cleaning and
inspections. Equipment to accomplish this work is on-site and is already being used for responding
to blockages and minor backups. A crew of three collection system operators under the direction
of the Wastewater Collections Manager will target cleaning and inspection of 2.7 miles per year to
obtain a complete cleaning and inspection of the system on a 20 year cycle.

Performance Measures
Performance measures will be established and monitored to help meet the following goals.
Where possible, establish additional practices to prevent SSOs, maintain or improve system
performance, and avoid preventable failures.

Performance Measures to help meet the following goals include;
Complete 5% or 14,256 feet of gravity line cleaning and inspection per year.

4.5

Vacuum System Inspections
The District can measure system vacuum at each vacuum station. An indication of low vacuum
typically means a vacuum pit valve is stuck in the open position. If the cause is determined not to
be a stuck open vacuum valve then the collection crew begins to visually inspect the vacuum
system pipe line.
Routine inspections and scheduled cleaning will be determined and documented in this section of
the full document at a later date.

Sanitary Sewer Overflow
Response Plan

Englewood Water District Water Reclamation
Facility, Collections and Reuse Systems
GMS ID:

-
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I. Purpose
This Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan has been prepared in accordance
with FDEP regulation 62-604.550. The purpose of this SSO Response Plan is to
ensure proper SSO reporting and minimize the adverse effects that may be caused
by a Sanitary Sewer Overflow.
This plan is effective beginning on 03/01/16.
This plan will be reviewed and/or updated annually to incorporate any changes in
contact information; system components; and/or personnel.

II. Objectives
The objectives of this plan are listed below:
To protect the public health and the environment
To meet regulatory and permit requirements
To develop and implement procedures to mitigate the effects of an SSO
To protect collection system and wastewater treatment personnel
To ensure the longevity of the collection system and wastewater treatment
plant equipment
To protect both public and private property
To minimize regulatory enforcement and/or penalties, resulting from a
spill/SSO
To provide appropriate customer service

Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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III. Procedures
A.

Receipt of Information Regarding a Sanitary Sewer Overflow
Sanitary Sewer Overflows may be recognized and reported by EWD Personnel or
by the public. The EWD is responsible to act, in a timely manner, to all reports of a
possible SSO. Reports may be received via telephone, email, or by other means.
1. Typically reports received from the public will be received at the utility offices.
EWD Personnel collecting information regarding a possible SSO, please obtain the
following:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Time and date call was received
Specific location
Description of problem
Time possible overflow was noticed
Observations of the reporter
Relevant information that will enable system personnel to quickly locate,
assess and stop the overflow

2.

Appropriate EWD Personnel will be notified when a possible spill is reported.
EWD Personnel must confirm the spill before it will be considered an SSO.
Only after confirmation by EWD Personnel will a spill be considered an SSO.

3.

Within 24 hours of the confirmation of a Sanitary Sewer Overflow, FDEP will
be notified according to FDEP Rule 62-604.550. The rule is provided below:

62-604.550 Abnormal Events.
(1) The provisions of Rule 62-604.550 are applicable to both new and existing domestic
wastewater collection/transmission systems.
(2) The owner/operator of the collection/transmission system shall report to the Department
all unauthorized releases or spills of wastewater to surface or ground waters from its
collection/transmission system or any other abnormal events as described below:
(a) Unauthorized releases or spills in excess of 1,000 gallons per incident, or other
abnormal events where information indicates that public health or the environment
will be endangered, shall be reported orally to the STATE WARNING POINT
TOLL FREE NUMBER (800) 320-0519 as soon as practical, but no later than 24
hours from the time that the owner/operator becomes aware of the circumstances.
The owner/operator, to the extent known, shall provide the following information to
the State Warning Point:
1.
Name, address, and telephone number of person reporting;
2.
Name, address, and telephone number of owner/operator of the
collection/transmission system or responsible person for the discharge;
3.
Date and time of the discharge and status of discharge (ongoing or ceased);
Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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4.

(b)

(c)

Characteristics of the wastewater spilled or released (untreated or treated,
industrial or domestic wastewater);
5.
Estimated amount of the discharge;
6.
Location or address of the discharge;
7.
Source and cause o the discharge;
8.
Whether the discharge was contained on-site, and cleanup actions taken to
date;
9.
Description of area affected by the discharge, including name of water body
affected, if any; and
10. Other persons or agencies contacted.
Unauthorized releases or spills of 1000 gallons per incident or less shall be
reported orally to the Department within 24 hours from the time that the
owner/operator of the collection/transmission system becomes aware of the
circumstances.
The oral notification shall be followed by a written submission, which shall be
provided within five days of the time that the owner/operator becomes aware of the
circumstances. The written submission shall contain: a description of the spill,
release or abnormal event and its cause; the duration including exact dates and
time, and if it has not been corrected the anticipated time it is expected to continue;
and steps taken or planned to reduce, eliminate, and prevent recurrence. The
Department shall waive the written report if the oral report has been received
within 24 hours from the time that the owner/operator of the collection/transmission
system becomes aware of the circumstances, and the release, spill or abnormal
event has been corrected and did not endanger health or the environment. 1

Rule Highlights
Spills/Sanitary Sewer Overflows greater than 1,000 gallons must be reported
to the STATE WATCH OFFICE formerly known as STATE WARNING
POINT (800-320-0519) within 24 hours of learning of the spill/SSO.
Spills/Sanitary Sewer Overflows that endanger public health or the
environment must be reported to the STATE WATCH OFFICE formerly
known as STATE WARNING POINT (800-320-0519) within 24 hours of
learning of the spill/SSO.
Spills/Sanitary Sewer Overflows less than 1,000 gallons must be verbally
reported to the FDEP within 24 hours of learning of the spill/SSO.
Written report describing the spill/SSO must be provided to the FDEP
within five days.
A written report is not required if the FDEP was notified within 24
hours and the spill/SSO has been corrected and did not endanger
public health or the environment.
1

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/legal/Rules/wastewater/62-604.pdf
Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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B.

Dispatch of Sewer Maintenance Personnel to Site of Sewer Overflow
Confirmation of Spills/Sanitary Sewer Overflows will activate an immediate
response to isolate and correct the problem. EWD Personnel and equipment shall
be available to respond to any and all SSO locations.

1.

Dispatching Personnel Instructions
When a spill/SSO is received by the EWD, the necessary response personnel
and equipment shall be dispatched to isolate and correct the problem in a
timely manner
Maintenance personnel will be dispatched by telephone or radio
Dispatching personnel must verify that all notified maintenance personnel
have received the message

2.

Maintenance Personnel Instructions
All dispatched maintenance personnel should proceed immediately to the
site of the spill/SSO. Any delays and/or conflicts should be promptly
reported to the supervisor
Upon arrival at the site of the spill/SSO, maintenance personnel will
immediately report any and all findings to the immediate supervisor. These
findings should include, damage to both public and private property

3.

Lead Operator, Collections Foreman or the Assistant Collections Foreman
Instructions
The Lead Operator, Collections Foreman or the Assistant Collections
Foreman should contact response personnel to assess the spill/SSO, if
findings have not been reported within one hour
The Lead Operator, Collections Foreman or the Assistant Collections
Foreman will dispatch additional personnel, supplies, and equipment as
needed or requested by dispatched maintenance personnel

Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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4.

Initial Damage Assessment
All dispatched personnel must use discretionary action when responding to a
spill/SSO. Dispatched personnel must be aware that the EWD may be
responsible and/or liable for further damage to private property
Dispatched personnel should not enter private property without authorization
from the Lead Operator, Collections Foreman, or Assistant Foreman.
In order to thoroughly document the affected area, the dispatched personnel
will take appropriate photos and/or video. Any photos and/or video will be
retained and filed with the spill/SSO report

5.

Field Supervision and Inspection
The Wastewater Operations Manager, Lead Operator, or the Collections
Foreman will ensure that the guidelines outlined in this SSO Response Plan
are properly implemented
The Wastewater Operations Manager is responsible for properly notifying
FDEP, according to FDEP Rule 62-604.550, within the amount of time
specified within the rule

6.

Hazardous Material Response
Upon arrival at a spill/SSO, should dispatched personnel confront a
suspicious substance (oil sheen, foam, etc.) or odor (gasoline, etc.), the
dispatched personnel should contact the Lead Operator or the Collections
Foreman prior to taking further action
The Lead Operator or the Collections Foreman will contact a HAZMAT
team, should it be deemed necessary. Dispatched personnel will await the
arrival of the HAZMAT team
The Lead Operator or the Collections Foreman will remain in contact with
the HAZMAT team. Once the HAZMAT team determines it is safe, the
system will continue appropriate response, in accordance with the SSO
response plan

Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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C.

Spill/SSO Correction, Containment, and Clean-up
The objectives of the actions taken by system personnel are:
To protect public health, the environment, and property from a spill/SSO
To restore the surrounding area/property back to normal as quickly as
possible
To establish an appropriate perimeter to contain the spill/SSO, using
equipment (traffic cones, barricades), existing infrastructure (fencing, etc.),
and/or natural boundaries (berm, ditch, stream, etc.)
To notify the appropriate regulatory agencies within permitted timeframe
To protect surface water from contamination
To minimize regulatory enforcement and/or penalties, resulting from a
spill/SSO

1.

Upon arrival at a spill/SSO, the dispatched EWD personnel will perform the
following:
Determine the cause of the spill/SSO (collection line blockage, lift station
malfunction, line break, etc.)
Report findings to and identify or request additional personnel and
equipment to minimize the affects of the spill/SSO
Should it be determined the cause of the spill/SSO is not the responsibility
of the EWD, dispatched personnel will;
o Take appropriate action to protect public health, property (public and
private), and surface water bodies from immediate danger

2.

Containment of a spill/SSO will be of utmost priority and will include, but are not
limited to, the following measures:
Determine the immediate destination of the spill/SSO (storm drain, water
body, ditch, etc.)
Identify and request the necessary personnel and equipment to contain and
minimize the affects of the spill/SSO
Take the appropriate, immediate action to contain the spill/SSO

3. Additional measures may be necessary to contain a prolonged spill/SSO. These
measures will be determined and implemented by the Lead Operator, Collections
Foreman or the Operations Manager.
Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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4. Clean up of a spill/SSO will be prompt and thorough. The necessary measures will
be taken to eliminate any identifiable evidence of the spill/SSO
If possible, photos will be taken before and after clean up. Photos will be
filed with the spill/SSO report
The affected area will be cleaned of any sewage and debris. All materials
collected will be properly disposed of
The area will be secured to prevent public contact until the affected area has
been thoroughly cleaned
The spill/SSO site should be disinfected and deodorized, if appropriate
If spill/SSO has affected a surface water body, the FDEP will be contacted
for specific instructions
D.

Overflow Reporting
The Wastewater Operations Manager will complete the required reports and
submit them to the FDEP. All spills/SSO will be reported to FDEP, according to
FDEP Rule 62-604.550. This information should include, but is not limited to, the
following:
The italicized list below is taken from the FDEP website.

Name, address, and phone number of person reporting the spill
Name, address, and phone number of the responsible party
Date and time of the discharge; Status of the discharge (ongoing or stopped)
Characteristics of the discharge (untreated, treated, industrial, or domestic
wastewater)
Estimated amount of the discharge
Location or address of the discharge
Source and cause of the discharge
Whether the discharge was contained on-site, and any cleanup actions taken
to date
Description of area affected by the discharge, including name of water body
affected, if any
Other persons or agencies contacted
Additional information

Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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For accurate reporting purposes, system personnel should gather the following
information:
Determine if the spill/SSO has affected any surface water bodies
Estimate the start time of the of the spill/SSO:
o Date/time reported and confirmed by system personnel
o Visual observations
Estimate the stop time of the spill/SSO:
o Date/time the blockage or equipment malfunction has been corrected
o Date/time system personnel arrived onsite, if spill/SSO stopped
before system personnel arrived
Visual Observations
o Estimate the flow rate of the spill/SSO
o Estimate the volume of the spill/SSO
o Take photos for documentation
o Assess damage to public and private property (System personnel will
not enter private property to assess damage unless authorized by the
Utility Supervisor)
E.

Customer Satisfaction
To ensure good public relations and customer satisfaction, the appropriate system
personnel will follow up with the reporting party. This follow up will include
either a personal visit or telephone call. The Operations Manager will determine
the information to be disclosed to the reporting party.

Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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IV. SORP Maintenance
This Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan will reviewed annually.
Amendments may include:
Changes in procedure
Changes in contact personnel
Changes due to regulatory requirements

V. Appendices

Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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Appendix A

CONTACTS
State Warning Point

800-320-0519

nt or public
heath are required to be immediately reported by a utility to the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP) through a toll-free, 24-hour hotline known as the State
Warning Point 2

Contact / Affiliation

Phone

Email

FDEP, Diane Loughlin

239-344-5641

Diane.Loughlin@dep.state.fl.us

FDEP, South District Office

239-344-5600

N/A

911

N/A

HAZMAT

2

FDEP. 12/21/2010<http://www.dep.state.fl.us/water/wastewater/wce/spills.htm>.
Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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Appendix B

SANITARY SEWER OVERFLOW REPORT FORM
1.

General Information
Facility ID:
Authorized representative filing this form:
Name:
Title:
E-mail Address:
Type of filing report: (check one)
Initial
Final
Date of filing report: (check one)
Initial
/
/
Final
/
/

2. Reporting of Spill/SSO
-Less than 1,000 gallonsVerbal report to FDEP
Date:
Contact:
-Greater than 1,000 gallonsContacted STATE WARNING POINT
Date:
Contact:
-Endangered public healthContacted STATE WARNING POINT
Date:
Contact:
Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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Oral Report Provided to FDEP within 24 hours
FDEP Contact:
Phone Number:
E-mail Address:
FDEP Office:
Date of phone notification: ____/____/____
Spill/SSO Location and Description
Location:
City/Town/Village:
Address or Landmark:

Discharge Location: (check one)
Directly to receiving ground water
Ground
Receiving water via storm drain
Building
Other
SEWER OVERFLOW RESPONSE PLAN (SORP)
Type of overflow (check one)
Gravity sewer manhole
Pump station
Bypass at treatment plant
Other

Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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Time of Spill/SSO Incident
- When did the incident begin? Date: ____/____/____
- Was the overflow/bypass event ongoing at the time of report: (check one)
Yes
No
If yes, how long is the incident expected to continue?
If no, when did event end? Date: ____/____/____
Time:
General Information about Overflow at this Location
Estimated volume of overflow released at time of report:
Method of estimating volume:
Estimated total volume of overflow released at end of incident:
Were photos taken: (check one)

Yes

No

Corrective measures taken: (check one)
No action
Removed blockage
Repair pump station
Other

Cause of overflow/bypass (check ALL that apply):
Rain
High ground water
Other excessive flow
Sewer system blockage or collapse
Pump /lift station failure
Other

Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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Additional comments:

FIVE DAY WRITTEN INCIDENT REPORT
Complete this notification form and use the space below to include any additional
information regarding the overflow. Include any steps taken or planned to prevent a
recurrence. Submit this form to the FDEP office within five days of becoming aware of
the incident.

Sanitary Sewer Overflow Response Plan
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WWTP MALFUNCTION / ABNORMAL EVENT REPORT

Please note for accordance with the Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.) Rules.
This form is provided for your convenience only. You may complete this form and email to: SD-AbnormalEvents@dep.state.fl.us.
If spill is greater than 1000 gallons you MUST call the State Watch Office at 1-800-320-0519.
All items with an asterisk (*) are requirements by rule that must be completed.
*FACILITY NAME:

Englewood Water District WRF

*COUNTY:

*PERMIT NUMBER:

FLA014126-032

*REPORTER NAME:

Philip E. Wagoner A-6910

*REPORTER ADDRESS:

140 Telman Rd. Placida FL 33947

*REPORTER PHONE:

941-697-4004

Sarasota

METHOD OF CONTACT:

e-mail

*RESPONSIBLE PARTY:

*DEP:

*DATE:

3/29/16

*TIME:

*STATE WATCH OFFICE:

*DATE:

3/29/16

*TIME:

*OTHER:

*DATE:

Englewood Water District
201 Selma Ave
*RESPONSIBLE PARTY ADDRESS:
Englewood, FL 34223
*RESPONSIBLE PARTY PHONE:
941-474-3217
SD(0230)
*PERSON CONTACTED:
AbnormalEvents@dep.state.fl
(1030)
INCIDENT NUMBER:
2016-2531

*TIME:

PERSON CONTACTED:

SPILL INFORMATION
*SPILL CHARACTERISTIC

*SOURCE

*AREA AFFECTED

RAW WASTEWATER

LIFT STATION # #132

SURGE TANK

STORM WATER

PARTIALLY TREATED

LINE BREAK

AERATION TANK

SURFACE WATER/

TREATED

FILTER

CLARIFIER

GROUND

REUSE/RECLAIMED

DISPOSAL SYSTEM

DIGESTER

CONTAINMENT AREA

OTHER

OTHER

OTHER/

OTHER
*DATE / TIME DISCHARGE OCCURRED:
*AMOUNT OF DISCHARGE (1) 6,000
*AMOUNT RECOVERED
*ONGOING:

TOTAL GALLONS OR (2)

______ gallons PER hour FOR _____ hours.

1,500 GALLONS

* CEASED:

*PHYSICAL LOCATION/ ADDRESS/ OTHER REFERENCE: 320 INDIAN RIVER LANE, ENGLEWOOD FL 34224. NEAR COMMUNITY CENTER AND POOL

* MALFUNCTION/CAUSE
POWER OUTAGE

RAS LINE

PUMP FAILURE

LEAK

LIGHTNING

DISINFECTION SYSTEM FAILURE

SWITCH/TIMER FAILURE

HEAVY RAINFALL

CLARIFIER FAILURE

FILTRATION SYSTEM PROBLEM

HIGH WINDS

FILTER BYPASS

CLOG OR BLOCKAGE

TROPICAL STORM:

BLOWER FAILURE

LINE BREAK
OTHER 4" cam lock blew off bypass valve partially
open

HURRICANE:

OUTSIDE CONTRACTOR

WEATHER

OTHER:

* EXPLAIN:

* EFFLUENT LIMIT VIOLATIONS
CL2

MG/L

TURBIDITY

TSS

MG/L

NO3

OTHER

NTU

PH

MG/L

FECAL COLIFORMS

SU

CBOD5
CFU/100ML

MG/L

ABNORMAL FLOW

MGD

* CORRECTIVE / REMEDIAL ACTION BEING TAKEN
AUXILIARY POWER SYSTEM ON-LINE
DISINFECT WITH lime,Cl2,washed down with
water
BYPASS

BACK-UP ON-LINE

NOTIFIED LOCAL AUTHORITIES

SAMPLES TAKEN (IF SURFACE WATERS IMPACTED)

NOTIFIED STATE WATCH OFFICE

RESTORE POWER

NOTIFIED PERMITTEE/OWNER

CONTAINED ON-SITE

REPLACE EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

LINE REPAIRED

OTHER
VAC TRUCK/DESTINATION: lift station #132
SIGNS POSTED NEAR AFFECTED WATERS
* REMEDIAL ACTION BEING TAKEN / ESTIMATED TIME FOR COMPLETION OF REPAIRS: I WAS NOTIFIED AT (1415) ON 3/28/16 THAT AT (1100) ON 3/28/16 A 4”
CAM LOCK BLEW OFF LIFT STATION #132’S BY PASS VALVE AND THE VALVE WAS PARTIALLY OPEN. APPROXIMATELY 6,000 GALLONS OF RAW WASTEWATER
SPILLED AND THE SPILLED CEASED IMMEDIATELY AT (1100). THE VAC TRUCK ARRIVED AT (1115) AND RECOVERED 1,500 GALLONS. CREWS THEN LIMED,
CHLORINATED AND USED THE TRUCK TO WASH DOWN THE AREA. SOME RAW WASTEWATER WENT INTO THE STORM DRAIN BUT WAS NOT VISIBLE IN THE
STORM WATER POND. THE JOB WAS COMPLETED BY (1230)
Revised 6/15

LS #
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

Generator
ID
1
1
1
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
On-site 480v
1
3
3
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Storage
Location
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
On-site
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard

Response Time
(minutes)
30
30
40
40
40
45
45
45
45
10
15
20
40
40
40
30
50
55
60
45
30
40
30
25
40
30
30
40
30
45
30
25
30
32
40
80
35
35
60
90

Storage Time
(minutes)

Connection
Type
Plug
Plug
Plug
Manual
Manual
Plug
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Plug
Plug
Plug
Manual
Plug
Manual
Manual
Plug
Manual
Manual
Auto/Manual
Plug
Manual
Manual
Manual
Plug
Plug
Plug
Manual
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug

Bypass
Pump
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

LS #
141
142
143
144
V-1
V-3
V-7
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
A
B
C

Generator
ID
1
1
1
1
On-site 480v
On-site 480v
On-site 480v
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
On-site 480v
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
3

Storage
Location
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
On-site
On-site
On-site
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
On-site
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard

Response Time
(minutes)
60
20
60
50
15
30
45
30
30
30
30
30
35
35
35
35
25
20
20
30
20
25
25
30
15
40
40
40
45
40
50
20
25
40
25
20
30

1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard
EWD Yard

30
40
40
15
15
15
15
15

Storage Time
(minutes)

Connection
Type
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Auto/Manual
Auto/Manual
Auto/Manual
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Auto/Manual
Plug
Plug
Manual
Plug
Plug
Plug
Manual
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Plug
Manual
Manual
Plug
Plug
Plug
Manual

Bypass
Pump
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Plug
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

LS #
D
V-2
V-4
V-6

Generator
ID
3
On-site 480v
On-site 480v
On-site 480v

Storage
Location
EWD Yard
On-site
On-site
On-site

Response Time
(minutes)
15
30
40
20

Storage Time
(minutes)
Manual
Auto/Manual
Auto/Manual
Auto/Manual

Connection
Type

Bypass
Pump

EWD Lift Station / Vacuum Station Failure Response Work Flow
Notification of Failure at
Lift Station

District personnel sent to
Lift Station to investigate

Failure that
prevents
pumping

N

Resolve issues(s)

occurred?
Return lift station to
normal operation

Y
Will repair be done
before overflow
occurs?

Y

Place stand-by equipment
into service and/or utilize
storage capacity at lift
station and system

N

Can station be
operated manually?

Y

Place station into manual
operation

N
Is capacity available
to bypass to gravity
system?

Y

Configure lift station to
bypass into gravity system

N
Can bypass pumping
operation be utilized
with in-house
resources?

Y

Mobilize in-house bypass
pumping equipment,
piping and personnel. Set
to discharge downstream

Y

Mobilize contractor bypass
pumping equipment, piping
and personnel. Set to
discharge downstream

N
Can bypass pumping
operation be utilized
with other
resources?
N
Can vacuum truck
be utilized to
bypass?

Y

Mobilize vacuum truck and
personnel to withdraw,
haul, and discharge
downstream

N
Can pump and haul
with truck be utilized
to bypass?

Y

Mobilize pump, tanker
truck and personnel to
withdraw, haul, and
discharge downstream

N

Has SSO occurred at
lift station site?

Y

Follow SSO containment,
notification and reporting
procedures

N
Can station
operations be
returned to normal?

Y

N

Continue repairs and
monitor for potential SSO
situation

Complete documentation in
order to close work order
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Englewood Water District
Lift Station Failure Response Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)
{Insert Name of Lift Station or Vacuum Station}
Purpose
The purpose of this SOP is to provide necessary actions and steps to respond to failures at a lift station (or
vacuum station) that could potentially result in a sanitary sewer overflow (SSO). This SOP is intended to be site

Objective
The objective of this SOP is to prevent or minimize the severity of an SSO resulting from a failure at the lift
station.

References
District Emergency Response Plan [Insert file location or link]
Lift Station O&M manuals [Insert file locations or links]
Lift Station construction as-

[Insert file location or link]

Lift Station Capacity Information
Dry weather flow rate in million gallons per day {Provide lift stations dry weather flow rates in table below}
Average Daily Flow

2.0

Peak Hour Flow

4.3

Minimum Flow

0.3

Pump flow and pressure ratings {Provide each pumps capacity. Convert pressure to psi for operator to confirm both
flow rate and discharge pressure}

Pump

MGD

PSI

1

2.02

42

2

5.0

43

3

6.0

44

4

15.6

48

Lift Station Wet Well Information {Provide total storage volume up to invert of bypass or overflow pipe. Provide volume
in gallons of one foot level of wet well. Provide alarm setpoints of low and high wet well levels. Provide critical level of
overflow or bypass}

Storage Volume (gal)

Volume / foot (gal)

Low Level

High Level

Lift Station Gravity Bypass or Overflow Information [Provide information for quick reference]
Diameter
Invert Level
Discharge Location
121 Selma

Critical Level

Lift Station Alarm Response and Notification
The following are Lift Station alarms that are received at the Wilson Creek Operations Center. Immediate
response and initial steps are provided in the table below.
Alarm
Power Failure

Response
Ensure backup
power is in service
Verify availability of
utility power
Revise if Lift Station does
not have back-up power
available.
Provide response for
deploying portable backup
power

Initial Steps
Confirm backup generator is running
Confirm proper alignment of automatic transfer
switch
Confirm normal pumping operations
Implement Notification Protocol SOP for LS Power
Outage.
Initiate On-Site Monitoring
Follow Back-up Power Operations SOP
Upon restoration of utility power confirm
successful automatic transfer to utility power

Loss of
Communications

Confirm
communications
status

Confirm power available at control panel
Visually observe wet well level control for proper
operation
Visually observe pump start and stop sequence for
proper operations
Initiate On-Site Monitoring
Implement Notification Protocol SOP for LS Loss of
Communications

High Wet Well

Confirm wet well
level
Confirm pump
operations

Visually observe wet well level.
Verify level observed corresponds to level indicator
local reading.
Visually observe dry pit condition for flooding. Do
not enter pump room if flooding has occurred.
Contact Operations Center.
Verify proper valve alignment for operating and
standby pumping systems.
Verify normal operation of lead and lag pumps.
o If lag pump is not running, place in manual
and start pump.
o If lead and lag pump are not running, place
lead pump in manual and start lead pump.
Verify operating pump discharge check valve open
Verify and record operating pump discharge
pressures.

Low Wet Well Level

Confirm wet well
level
Confirm pump
operations

Visually observe wet well level.
Verify level observed corresponds to level indicator
local reading.
Visually observe dry pit condition for flooding. Do
not enter pump room if flooding has occurred.
Contact Operations Center.

Alarm

Response

Initial Steps
Verify proper valve alignment.
Verify normal operation of lead and lag pumps.
If pump is in operation, place all pumps in HAND
and turn the running pump to OFF.
Reset pump controls and determine cause of pump
stop sequence failure.

Dry Pit / Sump Pump

Confirm dry pit
conditions.

If dry pit / pump room is flooded, consult with
Supervisor and Operations Center for appropriate
recovery actions.
Place sump pump in HAND and operate pump.
Check to make sure sump level decreases.
Verify operation of high level float.
Verify operation low level float

Intrusion

Verify unauthorized
access

Call 911 if unauthorized access confirmed
Standby for assistance

Notification and Mobilizing Additional Resources
Once the alarm event is addressed and initial steps performed the on-site responder will notify the Operations
r with a description of the failure. Additional resources and equipment
will be deployed as appropriate.
[Provide list of SOPs for special operations, notification procedures, and/or mobilizing additional resources. Delete if SOP
does not apply to specific pump station]

Refer to Overflow Emergency Response Plan for Contractor and Repair Provider List
Refer to Notification SOP for Power Outage
Refer to Notification SOP for Loss of Communications
Refer to Installing Portable Backup Power at Lift Station SOP
Refer to Backup Power Operations SOP
Refer to Mobilizing Portable Pumps SOP

Lift Station Failure Modes
There are various types of failure that can occur at a lift station that could result in an SSO. Depending on the
problem, part of the lift station could continue to operate or a complete failure of the lift station could occur.
Typical modes of failure include:
Pumping Mechanical Failure: Partial or all pumping has stopped for an unknown mechanical reason.
Reasons could include: [List reasons a pump could fail specific to this pump station. Insert reasons into table and then
Air-locked pump
Broken shaft
Seized bearing
Blown packing
Mechanical seal failure

Clogged impeller
Dropped impeller
Sump pump failure leading to flooding
Broken coupling
Casing / volute failure

Electrical Failure: Partial or all pumping has stopped for an unknown electrical reason. Reasons may
include: [List reasons for an electrical failure specific to this pump station. Inse
Loss of utility power
Blown main transformer
Main breaker failure
Failure of HVAC causing electrical trip
Motor fault

Motor starter failure
Failed Automatic Transfer Switch
Fault at Adjustable Frequency Drive
Faulty phase monitors

Piping Failure: A failed discharge header or force main will prevent flow from being pumped through the
collection system and result in an overflow.
Failure may include a blockage partially collapsed pipe as indicated by higher than normal pump
discharge pressure.
Failure may include a ruptured pipe as indicated by a lower than normal pump discharge pressure
Valve or Gate Failure: A failed valve or gate could prevent flow from being conveyed through the station by
normal means. Refer to this lift stations piping schematic listed under the References Section if applicable.
Inspect and observe for proper operation of; [List valves to inspect specific to this pump station. Insert into table and

Pump suction valves
Pump discharge valves
Discharge header isolation valves

Wet well isolation valves or gates
Pump discharge check valves
Forcemain isolation valves

Instrumentation and Control Failure: Failure of instrumentation, network hardware, and software may
result in loss of control of wet well levels, pump speed, pump start and stop sequence, pump alternation
sequence and/or monitoring of station operations. Inspect and observe for proper operation of; : [List reasons

Power to control cabinet
UPS (Un-interruptible Power Supply)
Communications radio
Communications radio repeaters
PLC powered up

Power to Adjustable Frequency Drive
Panel
Primary Wet well level detector(s)
Secondary wet well level detector(s)
Flow meters

Structural and Civil: Structural and site failures may cause failures at Lift Stations. Inspect and observe for;
Unusual depressions or sloughing around lift station building site, wet well or forcemain
Signs of lift station building settling, cracks in foundation and/or
Wet well structure and lining integrity
-

List Other Failures that may result in an overflow

Lift Station Failure Response
Lift Station Potential Overflow Locations {OPTIONAL}
[List and illustrate on a map the location(s) of low places or overflow points where SSOs could occur if failure of the station
occurs]
[List and illustrate on a map the location(s) where backwater could occur causing back-ups into homes and/or businesses.]

Lift Station Name

Location
1000 Main Street
250 Elm Dr

Elevation

Description
Initial spill point
Potential backup private residence

[Provide elevation of actual spill point. If elevation corresponds with a measurable wet well then provide wet well level in
separate column]

Using Station Storage Capacity
[Provide steps to utilizing station storage capacity if applicable]

This lift station can utilize system storage capacity to prevent an SSO for XXX minutes until lift station
operations can be restored.
If possible, place station in manual operation and pump the wet well down to the low level alarm
point.
Monitor the wet well level.
o Record the rate of rise. Refer to the Lift Station Capacity section for the volume of one foot of
wet well.
o Calculate the rate of rise until level reached the critical level.
Supervisor should implement other means of station operations before wet well level reaches the high
level point.

Placing Stand-by Equipment into Service
[Provide steps for each operating scenario that applies to this Lift Station. If Portable Bypass Pumping, is not applicable
make statement to confirm. Delete all others that do not apply.]

Permanent Back-up Generator
This station is provided with a permanent back-up generator. Upon loss of Utility Power the Automatic
Transfer Switch (ATS) will start the engine generator and transfer lift station power. The generator is sized to
operate X pumps at the lift station including 110 volt circuits. Upon restoration of Utility Power and a time
delay of XX minutes the ATS will transfer back to Utility Power.
Notify Wilson Creek Operations Center if the ATS fails to transfer to back up power.
Refer to Notification SOP for Power Outage if ATS or backup generator fails
Refer to Backup Power Operations SOP for duration of backup generator operations.
Initiate On-Site Monitoring
Portable Back-up Generator
This station is provided with quick connects to install a portable backup generator. [OR] This station is not
provided with quick connects to install a portable backup generator. The portable backup generator is sized to
operate X pumps at this lift station.
The following steps should be taken to install a portable backup generator;
The supervisor will mobilize a portable generator
An electrical crew will be on-site to perform the installation and initial startup of the unit.
Provide description of unit to be provided such as size/capacity and description.
Provide storage location of unit.
Allow XX minutes for transit time from storage to the lift station site
Allow an additional XX minutes for electrical crew to perform installation
The backup portable generator will be connected to [describe location of connection. i.e. quick
connections, MCC panel XXX, pump xx]

The backup generator is started and allowed to warm up. Perform engine checks and system
checkouts before attempting an electrical power transfer
Describe how manual transfer to backup power is accomplished.
Upon restoration of Utility Power, describe how manual transfer to Utility Power is accomplished.
Portable Bypass Pumping
This station is provided with bypass connections to install a portable bypass pump. [OR] This station is not
provided with quick connects to install a portable bypass pump. The portable bypass pump is sized to pump
XXXX gallons per minute at this lift station.
The following steps should be taken to install a portable bypass pump;
The supervisor will mobilize a portable bypass pump.
An electrical crew will be on-site to perform the installation and initial startup of the unit.
Provide description of unit to be provided such as size/capacity, type of driver, and description.
Provide storage location of unit.
Allow XX minutes for transit time from storage to the lift station site
Allow an additional XX minutes for electrical crew to perform installation
The bypass pump will take a suction at [describe location of connection, size and type of suction hose,
and type of hose connections]
The bypass pump will discharge to [describe location of connection, size and type of discharge hose,
and type of hose connections]
The portable bypass pump is started and allowed to warm up. Perform engine checks and system
checkouts before attempting to place in service.

Using Vactor Truck for Vacuum Tank / Pump Failure
This station is provided with the capability to use a vacuum truck in the case of failure of the vacuum tank or
vacuum pumps. [OR] This station is not provided with quick connects to install a a vacuum truck.
The following steps should be taken to install a portable bypass pump;
The supervisor will mobilize a portable bypass pump.
An electrical crew will be on-site to perform the installation and initial startup of the unit.
Provide description of unit to be provided such as size/capacity, type of driver, and description.
Provide storage location of unit.
Allow XX minutes for transit time from storage to the vacuum station site
Allow an additional XX minutes for electrical crew to perform installation
The vactor truck will take a suction at [describe location of connection, size and type of suction hose,
and type of hose connections]
The vactor truck will discharge to [describe location of connection, size and type of discharge hose, and
type of hose connections]

Placing station in manual operation
[Provide steps to operating station in manual mode.]

Upon failure or maintenance of instrumentation and controls the lift station can be placed into manual
operations.
Notify Wilson Creek Operations Control that the lift station is being placed into Manual Operation
Place the PLC in Bypass Mode at the control cabinet
Place all pumps in HAND at the pump control panel.
Select a pump to run.
If wet well level indicators are operational monitor at local readout
If level indicators are not operational:
o open wet well hatch to monitor level
o place barricades and caution signs to indicate fall hazard
o follow all fall protection safety policies
Start the pump at an XX foot wet well level.
Stop the pump at X feet

Placing gravity system into service
Provide steps for placing gravity bypass into service

As the wet well level rises above the critical level the initial flow will divert to the gravity bypass pipe. The
capacity of the gravity bypass to [name] is limited to XXXX gpm or 0.X mgd.
Monitor the wet well level .
gravity bypass.
Notify Wilson the Operations Center to notify the [name] of the gravity bypass flow.

Using a Vacuum Truck
During low flow periods it may be possible to use a vacuum truck to delay or minimize an overflow at this lift
station. This operation is limited in the volume that can be removed and hauled, but upon direction the
following steps should be followed;
The supervisor will mobilize a vacuum truck(s)
Access the wet well at the hatch. Place barricades and caution signs to indicate a fall hazard
The vacuum truck will discharge contents at the Upper Rowlett Lift Station.

Using a Hauling Truck
During low flow periods it may be possible to use a hauling truck to delay or minimize an overflow at this lift
station. This operation is limited in the volume that can be removed and hauled, but upon direction the
following steps should be followed;
The supervisor will mobilize a hauling truck(s)

Place portable engine driven pump at wet well.
Access the wet well at the hatch. Place barricades and caution signs to indicate a fall hazard
The truck will discharge contents at the Upper Rowlett Lift Station.

Lift Station SSO Procedures
Notification
Contact the Operations Center immediately after responding to the Lift Station and determining that an
overflow is occurring or has occurred.
Refer to the Overflow Emergency Response Plan
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COMMENTS:

Vacuum Station Preventative Maintenance
Specific preventative maintenance procedures for vacuum pumps, sewage pumps, control
gear, alarms, etc. cannot be given without having details of the type of machinery supplied to
each project. Such information will be given to each project for all equipment supplied by
AIRVAC .
General maintenance items for the collection station are as follows:
1)

2)

DAILY
A)

Check vacuum pump oil level, top up as required.

B)

Check the condition of the vacuum pump oil, if "milky", close the inlet valve
between the vacuum pump and the collection tank. Run vacuum pump on hand
until oil becomes a light brown color, open the inlet valve and return the pump to
automatic operation. Allow pump oil to settle and recheck.

C)

Turn all pumps to hand positions momentarily and listen for abnormalities.

D)

Check sewage pump equalizing lines, to insure no blockages have
occurred.

E)

Check sewage pump seal pressurizer shaft extension (if present).
Maximum extension = 4 1/8", minimum extension = 1/2".

F)

Check the chart recorder for abnormalities. Each vacuum pump cycle is
indicated by a line running from minimum vacuum (about 16 in Hg) to upper limit
(about 20 in Hg). During minimum flow periods (say 1 a.m. to 5 a.m.) the spread
between pump cycles should be larger than at say 7
a.m. If spread is uniform and close together, this may be an indication of a leaking
system or ground water infiltration. Each line should be shut down and tested at
the earliest convenience.

G)

Record running hours of each pump and any dual pump run time. Sudden
increases in run times may indicate potential problems, requiring further study.

H)

Record general weather conditions for future reference.

I)

Record any a b n o r m a l i t y , such as service calls, over-load resets, blown fuses
or others.

WEEKLY
Check operation of standby generator (if present).

Test telephone alarm system (if present).
Change vacuum chart and retain for record. Remember to date your charts

Clean vacuum station.
D)

MONTHLY
Clean collection tank site glass
Check vacuum and sewage pump couplings.
Manually close and open all station and line division valves. Record any
problems.
Change oil in vacuum pumps (adjust frequency accordingly) .
Check vacuum pump inlet filter - clean as required.
Exercise high level emergency shut-off valve (if equipped). Check the
operation of the air compressor (if equipped).

E)

ANNUALLY
Change inlet and exhaust filters in the vacuum pumps.
Inspect each valve assembly and hand fire each valve.
Inspect each motor starter looking for obvious heat build-up or other visual
problems.
Lubricate all motors.
Remove coupling guards on sewage pumps and inspect couplings and
inserts.
Record vacuum at last valve on each line, retain for future comparison and
adjust station vacuum, valve timing as required.

